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Synopsis
The report starts with an introduction where the framework for the project is accounted for in part 1.
Next, the project plan is presented in part 2, and the methods we have used are explained briefly in
this section as well. This is followed by part 3 where existing solutions for access control, ticketingand payment systems are introduced. Part 4 discusses the concepts composed during the project
period. Section 4.4 includes different concepts for handling of cars in the stations, while section 4.5
presents our concepts for user sequences in the station area. This is followed by reflections on
advantages and disadvantages with the different concepts. The report is supplemented by an
appendix which can be located in a separate file.
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1 Introduction
1.1 background
A number of experiments with new and more efficient modes of public transport have been
conducted throughout the world. While a small number of these experiments have become reality,
most of them have never left the drawing-board. Recognizing that some of these have been more
successful in implementation than others, we feel that most of the systems have paid too much
attention to futuristic styling experiments while neglecting the problems of a more fundamental
nature. Substantial development in control engineering combined with an increased need to take the
edge off the pressure from cars on the cities, however, points to a promising future for alternative
thinking within the domain of public transport.
The concept of Personal Rapid Transport (PRT) is based on an efficient, low-cost and energyconservative system where the main focus is on an increased freedom of movement for the
passengers compared to competing alternatives. Motivated by the ever increasing traffic from
commuters to the newly developed industry on Fornebu, plans for a PRT-system operating on and
between the Fornebu peninsula and Lysaker traffic hub, has been considered for some time now. In
the PRT-system, the rail is elevated above ground for easy implementation in dense and developed
areas as well as considerations relating to expansibility. The main unit is the driverless car which
takes three to five passengers each. The movement of the cars is determined by the system. In contrast
to the existing implementations of trams and subways, these cars stop only at the station
predetermined by the passengers. Furthermore, the idea is to create incentives for people traveling to
the same destination to share cars. This, of course, demands a thorough consideration of the payment
system, the ordering sequence, the station layout and the aspects relating to logistics. A consistent
proposal for a system must pay attention to many interconnected factors. This requires a search for
optimal and perhaps new solutions through different idea generation techniques combined with a
systematic approach.
From an initial contact between Einar Flydal & Astrid Helland (batch 2002) a project group was put
together on with participants from the first year (Astrid Helland, Øystein Karlsen and Ole Petter
Næsgaard), second year (Vigleik Norheim) and fifth year (Paal Holter and Håkon Skramstad).
Although the different members of the group have a varied background and experience within
product design, cooperating and working with a problem of this scale has been an interesting
challenge to all the members.
All group members have been working non-profit on the project alongside full-time studies. The
engagement has lasted from medio February until medio April; two months. Our work has been
driven by pure interest in the subject, and we are naturally interested in participating further, either
through diplomas or work during summer holidays.
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1.2 objectives
Realizing the limited time at our disposal and the fact that the development of a PRT-system is a very
extensive project, we decided to consider the tip of the ice berg of some of the main problem areas,
namely the track layout, station layout and payment/destination specification aspects of the system.
Shedding light on and trying to come up with different principal solutions to apparent problems has
been our main focus.
•

Applying a top-down strategy: Starting by working out alternatives for the track and the
overall track system. This will be followed by an exploration of different station layouts,
while paying respect to the payment system, ordering system, logistics matters and the
interrelation between these.

•

Mapping the apparent advantages and disadvantages with existing implementations of
similar systems and subsystems.

•

Emphasis should be put on the totality of the system when considering solutions for the
subsystems, such as the payment solution.

•

A systematic approach based on MSC message sequence charts and object models.

•

A conscious effort to relate the different proposals to existing mental models and the
cognitive aspects of the users

•

A working-model of the station layout could reveal different solutions and problem areas.
Moreover, such a model can be discussed with the whole group participating.

•

A more detailed 3d-model both to reveal unconsidered aspects and to convey our results to
an audience.
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2 Project plan
2.1 Methodology
Systematic approach. Full understanding of dependabilities within the concept, the criterias for a
successful station area and payment system, and how it will interact with the rest of the system.
Brainstorms and search for innovative ideas, balanced with a reasonable understanding of existing
technology and problem areas.

2.2 Resources
Because we are full-time students, the project has a limited resource of time. Considering the great
extent of the subject, we realized that this would only be a prestudy to gain basic knowledge and
understanding for the fundamental problems. We made a simple plan for the desirable progress in
developing at least one concept draft (fig. 3.1).
25-feb

04-mar

11-mar

18-mar

25-mar

01-apr

08-apr

Brainstorm
Evaluation
Detailing
Documentation
Fig. 3.1
Einar Flydal gave us the required initial input to gain the basic understanding of the concept and the
problem areas. Another information resource was a number of internet links to similar projects that
have been performed in different countries. During the project, both university employees and
concept developers have been available to help answering questions and give feedback to the
produced material. However, because of the early stage of development, most of the details were still
not considered, and many questions were left unanswered.
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3 Research
In order to get a hunch of what existing solutions we could make use of (or compare with), we
searched around for different ticketing/payment systems, as well as stations and ways of controlling
access.
Research material regarding ticketing and stations will be enclosed in the appendix.

3.1 Access control and ticketing
Access control is a major challenge in a PRT system.
People are supposed to be moving more freely, but also
safer. Control systems are designed to filter out paying
passengers from those without a valid ticket. The purpose
of the access control system is to secure legal entrance to
the station area only to passengers with a valid ticket.
Access controls need to be secure, convenient, well
designed and able to cope with major flows of travelers.
They must also be supplied with different security
functions to ensure a safe exit out of the station area in case
of emergencies like panic or fire. In the back of the report
we have enclosed a story called “Turnstile Trouble”, found
on the Internet. We feel that the story illustrates many of the flaws and problems which must be
eliminated when choosing and designing an access control system for the PRT stations.
Access gates
We believe that a fast, easy and convenient card registration and station access sequence is preferable
to avoid queues outside the station and in the access gates.
Turnstiles
Turnstiles are intended for managing traveler flows and
strict access control at the entrance of stations. The entrance
barrier itself is just one part of a wider system, and therefore
it is also vital to establish a secure and reliable interface for
communication with entrance barrier and ticket system.
There is considerable freedom of choice across the range,
from simple turnstile models and optical turnstiles (with
alarm sensors, but no physical barriers) to more comprehensive ones and large full height turnstiles.
A wide range of the latter are available to give the desired level of security and functionality, but
these are best suited for installations with very high security requirements (checkpoints of industrial
facilities, military and similar installations), and we believe that these solutions will not function well
as access gates at PRT stations. Some rotor turnstile tripods may involve a very unpleasant access gate
pass through sequence, and we therefore suggest that other solutions are taken into consideration.
Speed gates
This is a new access gate operating system that offers subtle design and discrete presence. These gates
can be programmed to remain in an open mode to give a unique impression of a clear walkway,
while still maintaining total security. Despite this level of freedom, the security requirements are
never compromised. Speed gates therefore provide a welcoming entrance for those who are granted
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access, while unauthorized visitors are firmly excluded. The panels remain open for all authorized
entries, giving higher flow rates and a more user friendly passing through sequence. A sensitive
detection system detects unauthorized passage and triggers off an audible alarm. Subsequently the
security panels close, preventing the unauthorized traveler from entering the station area. These
gates, with wide aisles, also provide easy access for disabled people. The solution also provide
travelers with luggage a more convenient and easy entry.
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Certain important features must be stressed when choosing the proper access gates for personal
access control in PRT stations:
•

Designed for high traffic flow
Speed is one of the main objectives. Where there are large
crowds of people in motion, there is a need for installations
that regulate flow, steer people and prioritize high flow
capacity. In order to cope with the huge volumes of passengers
in a short period of time, it is essential to automate the
traditionally manual operations of ticket vending, collecting,
and validating. It is therefore important to choose a solution
with emphasis on passenger convenience and ease-of-use, so
that access gates can be operated and passed through quickly
(as mentioned above). The access gates must therefore be light
and pleasant to use, and the gates must open and close smoothly to ensure that PRT travelers get to
the platform fast, easy and safely. The most innovative access gates on the market are speed gates,
described earlier in this chapter.
• Dependable and safe
It is very important that the access control operates flawlessly and automatically, and convey quality.
It is also of great importance to eliminate the risk of travelers getting hurt or injured while operating
the access control gates. Thus sharp edges must be eliminated, and there must be limited chance for
travelers to get squeezed in the access gates’ closing mechanism. Wider entry points of the
passageways give the travelers a more friendly and comfortable environment. The photo cells do not
only detect traffic direction and fraud attempts but also act as a safety device to prevent accidents to
passengers. Access controls must also be supplied with security functions to ensure a safe exit out of
the station area in case of emergencies like panic or fire or in the event of power failure.
• High level of security
The system must filter out paying travelers from those without a valid ticket. To prevent
unauthorized access (e.g. jumping over or crawling under the turnstile barrier arms), a turnstile can
be equipped with special sensors that alert the alarm in the event of unauthorized access. The alarm
system warns of unauthorized passage.

• Automated, noiseless and self positioning gates
To reduce or eliminate the need for security guards, and thereby reducing the security expenses, it is
favorable to design a fully-automated and easy-to-use access gate system. Only one person can pass
through the turnstile at the same time in the allowed direction. After each passage, the rotor turnstile
should make a smooth, inertia-free and noiseless turn to its home position with the aid of a damper
mechanism. Rotation sensors can allow tracking of passages through the turnstile and correct data
input for time and attendance accounting in access control systems.
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Handicap gate solution
The selected access system must offer easy and
convenient solutions for easy accommodation of
passengers in wheelchairs. Solutions should
preferably minimize stigmatization and the disabled’s
need for help to enter through the access gates. Wide
aisles and unobstructed pathways once the card is
registered might be a solution. Wide aisles can also
easily accommodate passengers with luggage.

• Durable
Durability and equipment reliability is very important in an automated access system. Access gates
manufactured in stainless steel (or similar materials) secure long-lasting and low maintenance
performance. Access gates must feature enhanced vandal resistance.
• Tailor-made and eye-catching design
The admission control machines should be modular and expandable, to suit both small and large
stations. These products must also be pleasing to the eye, and present pure and elegant lines. Sharp
edges and other objects where passengers may hurt themselves or where luggage can get stuck ought
to be eliminated. Any controls, illuminated displays or hands-free readers must be easy to operate
and understand. Similarity between different modules of payment system is probably a good idea.
Payment
We suggest that the PRT travel cards feature NSB and SL compatibility, providing seamless common
ticketing with Oslo’s railway and buses. But as PRT is a whole new transport system, some aspects of
the ticket system operated by SL might not be suitable:
•
•
•
•

SL has 13 different ticket options, all with different design.
Not all tickets are transfer tickets.
The price is different based on whether you cross any borders between Oslo and Akershus
(like PRT-Fornebu will)
The price also varies depending on how many zones you cross during your travel

There might be an advantage to avoid such complexity that the user does not know how much the
trip will cost when entering the car. We suggest an easy differentiation;
•
•
•

The price is the same regardless of how far you travel
No transfer within the PRT-system ( you don’t need any , as the car takes you directly to
where you want to go)
Three different prices; - discount(children/elderly/students etc)
- “normal”
- “alone” -passengers choosing to travel alone in the car, being aware
that they pay a higher fee

The “normal” category will be all passengers accepting the possibility that they might have to travel
with others. As you can read from the concept descriptions, the number of passengers in each car
depends on how much pressure the station is exposed of at the accurate time. The passenger having
paid for “sharing car” might also travel alone if no-one else chooses the same destination. A part of
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our concept is a “time switch” in the car. If no-one else than you are going to a destination, the car
leaves within a short period of time, without you having to pay more or wait longer. The time switch
is needed for efficiency, as the off-track is based on the cars in queue, therefore all cars are depending
on the cars in front.
Cards
Many access readers accept data carriers in both magnetic and proximity card formats (e.g. SkiData).
Proximity cards seem to be the most advanced and user-friendly technology to date. They activate the
lock at a distance, they do not need to be positioned in a certain way in front of the reader, they are
long-life and have a high level of cryptographic protection from counterfeiting. For a proximity card
to operate, it is enough just to bring it close to the reader at the certain distance. This implies that the
card may be in your pocket or wallet, and the reader may be hidden in the wall. Unlike other types of
cards, proximity cards do not require strict positioning, and this makes them more durable and easier
to use. Contamination, moisture or minor mechanical damage do not affect their performance.
Ordinary magnetic strip cards offer a possible solution, but this system has a number of drawbacks if
compared to proximity cards, such as low durability, high vulnerability to external impacts, less
traveler satisfaction and precise positioning required. To access the station area, the traveler needs to
insert his card into a card reader at the access gate. A magnetic card has the advantage of price.
Moreover, a magnetic card is familiar to the user, cheap and recyclable.
A differentiation between frequent users and one-time/seldom users might be a good solution.
The familiarity to other similar systems might be more important for a one-time/seldom user, while
the system may allow the frequent users to have slight troubles the first time, if the system is more
efficient. The ticket being used by frequent users could be a proximity smart card/tag and onetime/seldom users might use a magnetic card. This is to lower the cost and give the frequent users an
easy and efficient alternative at the same time.
You can buy a magnetic card or buy/refill your proximity card from a ticket machine. This machine
may be placed just outside the access-control area needs to cover at least three main functions;
•
•
•

to buy a single ticket
to buy a proximity card
to refill your proximity card account

The machine needs to allow cash and credit-card, and might even be linked to the internet, allowing
you to pay by net bank. The machine might also be an information point. Tickets and cards may also
be sold at kiosks, stores or gas stations. The two types of cards mentioned above should be read by
the same machine, and the design of the machine and card should clearly show how to use your card.

3.2 On station research
•

A station should in general be light-weight, modular, inexpensive, accessible and blend in with
existing environment and infrastructure.
• Passengers are not expected to linger in stations for very long.
Our research on existing station solutions is elaborated with examples in appendix.
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4 System
4.1 Objective Tree
During the initial phase of the project, we had several conversations with Flydal, and performed a
brainstorm to get an overview of the relevant issues considering a PRT-system from a userʹs
perspective. We arranged the information in an objective tree, and used this tree as a checklist for
development procedures in the remaining part of the project.

Fig 5.1
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4.2 Object Model
The purpose of the object model is to get a perspicuous representation of the important components
of the PRT system. The objects are also quantified in relation to each other. This is a good tool to
become conscious of the system architecture.

Fig 5.
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4.3 Message Sequence Charts
Message Sequence Charts (MSC) is a tool to develop and foresee the order of actions that take place
when man meets machine. On each step of the chart, the designer must ask questions to what might
happen; what can go wrong, what is the intended sequence, and what is the easiest way for the
system to obtain the relevant information from the user? Below are two examples of MSCs, but these
will have to be developed in a more detailed fashion when more parameters are decided.
4.3.1 MSC #1:
•
•
•

the payment machine is in the station area
prices are calculated on a “per car” basis
payment and destination ordering happens simultaneously

Fig. 5.3
Comments:
• Do customers need a ticket?
• Do customers need to confirm the destination in the car?
• Is it complicated to share payment between customers in each car?
• What happens in the period between payment and car entry?
• Will it be a problem to direct customers to the right car?
• What form of payment is most suitable, should cash be an option?
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4.3.2 MSC #2
•
•
•
•
•

rechargeable customer card
charge per person
pay before platform
ordering close to car entry
automatic traffic handling

Fig 5.4
...customer walks into platform and looks for car with available seats to wanted destination. If not
found, customers walks to the ordering unit by the first empty car:

Fig. 5.5
...customer enters car and waits for other passengers, or for the car to timeout and leave.
Comments:
• is this sequence efficient enough?
• will too many customers choose to enter empty car rather than sharing?
• should perhaps customers get directed to the appropriate car to stress better logistics?
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4.4 Handling of Cars in Station Area
All concepts in this chapter apply platforms on level with the main track. The switching off and onto
the main track will be done at cruising speed. I.e. deceleration, taxiing and acceleration is to be done
on a side/station track. This is to maintain high average speed on the main track.
Passengers should be allowed to alight to a station with minimum wait. When vehicles stack up
waiting in or around the station area, the flow on the main track could be halted or people could end
up elsewhere in the system. In general, obstructions or delays in the station area should not affect the
flow on the main track. In the following concepts, we assume that redundant vehicles could be sent to
a surplus or maintenance station.
Vehicles on the station sidetrack may be arranged mainly in two different ways:
Queue:

-the vehicles are lined up on the same track
-the vehicles leave in the same order as they entered the station area
Pros:
•
•
•
•

less switching
lower cost
efficient in most situations
reminds one of a taxi queue, easy to understand

Cons:
•
•

may easily clog
breakdowns may propagate to other parts of the system

Pockets:

-the vehicles are somehow moved off the station track
-all vehicles are allowed to leave and enter the station area more independantly
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minimizes the effect of delays or problems with a vehicle and assure the flow on the main
track
would probably increase control, flow and stability in the system
may also make the system more adaptive to disabled users and allow individual time delays
a combination of pockets and a common platform could add to the efficiency: In a large
station, a group of vehicles could easily be held back and not leave until they are full, heading
for another large station. Passengers using these vehicles may wait less and travel faster
during rush hour.

far more expensive
more moving parts
in-station switching may add seconds to boarding/alighting time

We believe that there exists no single answer to how vehicles should be handled in the station area,
this depends on station type, location and expected capacity. In concept 1 through 4 we have sketch
ideas based on the queue principle, while concept 5 through 10 applies pockets.

p.t.o.
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4.5 User Sequence in Station Area
During brainstorming sessions we tried to cover a variety of solutions to user sequences. In the
following we have picked two of them for further discussion.

Solution A

Description of sequence:
A first-time traveler buys a ticket/admittance card outside the station, on ground level. This could be
from a ticket machine or a nearby kiosk, store or gas station. He/she uses the ticket to enter the station
area through the admission control, and goes for the next level using the elevator or the stairs. The
user then chooses a destination (and answers questions concerning i.e. alone/together/with a friend)
from a screen, and is given the number of a specific car. This number will appear on a display over
one of the doors facing the vehicles, moving from ʺarrivingʺ to ʺboardingʺ as the car prepares for new
passengers.
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Ill: display above one of the gates

This queue (ʺpush-up listʺ) system will probably minimize the loading time of the vehicles, since the
passengers always know when their vehicle arrives. As the vehicle enters the station, the passengers
move towards the exit, ready to board. When the door opens, people will immediately enter the
vehicle and are ready to go in seconds. The vehicle leaves the station after a short “timeout” (e.g. 15
seconds?), or when all the passengers are seated and the track in front of the vehicle is open.
On the next page you will find a updated message sequence chart for this solution(A).
Advantages:
• similarity to queue systems in banks, post offices; easily recognizable
• no use to fight oneʹs way to a free car
• hidden destinations:
- making joyrides less attractive
- easy to apply ʺtravel aloneʺ-option by denying other passengers the same car number
Disadvantages:
• user needs to remember a number by heart or with some kind of reminder
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Solution B

Description of sequence:
A first-time traveler buys a ticket/admittance card outside the station, on ground level. This could be
from a ticket machine or a nearby kiosk, store or gas station. He/she uses the ticket to enter the station
area through the admission control, and goes for the next level using the elevator or the stairs. The
screens above the booths show names of different destinations. The user chooses a destination by
deploying the ticket/card into the registration device in the selected booth.
A vehicle will appear outside a booth when the booth is full (e.g. four users), or after a “timeout” if
the booth does not fill up (e.g. two minutes). When the vehicle arrives, the loading time will be very
swift, since the passengers are all ready to board. The vehicle may immediately leave the station after
loading, given that the track in front of it is open.
Advantages:
• easy to find the booth for your destination
• user does not need to remember a number by heart or with some kind of reminder
Disadvantages:
• extensive floor plan
• easier to take a joyride
• more sneaking in line
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5 Concept
To visualize the outcome of our project, we have made an animation in 3D-studio. This should be
considered a conceptual sketch conveying most of our thoughts on user sequence, logistics,
vending/ordering machines, and not definite answers to all station challenges. Some parts are merely
representations, such as the exit turnstile, the station walls and the vehicles.
Based on chapter 4.5, we chose to continue working on solution A. This is the concept described in
this chapter. The station we have modelled is a small station, but the idea can easily be extended to
form larger stations with more platforms. This modularity has been given a lot of thought throughout
the project.

Station area seen from above

The vehicles arrive from the left, allowing passengers to alight to the arrival platform. The vehicles
move forwards to the departure platform, letting new passengers in. The “exit” track is used when
the vehicle needs to leave the station to make room for successive vehicles.

Larger station (modular)

Small stations can be placed on both sides of the main track if needed, forming a larger station.
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Car arriving at a station

We have emphasized the importance of modularity in the station construction. Increased modularity
will lower the construction costs, and constitute a sense of coherence in the system.

Car ready for boarding at a station

As the car arrives at the gate, the passengers set for this particular car will swiftly enter, allowing the
car to leave the station after a short halt.
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Arrival platform

stairs

arrival gates

elevator

The arrival platform is in our suggestion parted from the departure platform by the elevator shaft. It
is probably a good idea to separate the arriving and departing passengers to avoid disorder.
Departure gates

The screens beside the departure gates show which cars are arriving, and which cars are currently
boarding.
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Entrance area

Ticket machines are placed right outside the access gates in the entrance area.
Stairway and elevator

access
gates
stairways

elevator

Stairways and elevator lead the passengers to the elevated floor, where they choose their destination
and enter a car.
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6 Discussion
Efficiency:
Given the huge number of travelers in the system, one of our main emphasis was to come up with
ideas of making the system efficient to all users. The first problem we addressed was how to arrange
the vehicles on the station track. We found that the vehicles may be arranged mainly in two different
ways: all lined up on the same track (queue), or individually moved off the track into pockets or
docks (this is fully elaborated in chapter 4.4 ). The reason why we chose to proceed with the queue
principle was mainly because of the indisputable extra costs of a pocket system. Though a pocket
system is probably more adaptive with concern to boarding time and independence between vehicles,
a queue system seems more obvious.
Consequently we started working on minimizing the downsides of the more common queue
principle. The most apparent problem with a queue on a PRT-track is the inability to rearrange the
order of the vehicles. A vehicle cannot move before the vehicle in front has moved. The question is;
How do we dodge the domino-effect of delay?
One of the most important elements to achieve an efficient vehicle flow through the station is swift
boarding. If all the passengers to a certain vehicle are ready to board as the vehicle approaches the
station, the boarding time should be reduced to a minimum, and the vehicle is allowed to leave the
station few seconds after entering.
We have explored several ways of gathering passengers going to the same destination. Booths (as in
solution B, chapter 4.5) is one of the ideas. A queue where all the passengers waiting for the same
vehicle stand together, is another. These are both solutions that demand a quite extensive floor
plan/layout; the best solution would be to group the passengers without using physical parameters.
This idea led us towards the pushup-list system used in most banks and post offices. If the users are
given a number in a queue, rather than physically standing in line, they can easily be guided by
simple signs or displays.
We therefore suggest a solution where the passengers, when ordering a destination, are given the
number of a specific vehicle. This vehicle´s number will appear on a screen by the gate. By displaying
the vehicle number instead of the destination on the screen, problems like sneaking and joyriding are
reduced, since only the passenger(s) who have been given the number know where the vehicle is set
for.
The single track queue system of arranging the vehicles brings along that the vehicles will arrive at
the station gates in intervals. This is because the last vehicle to leave the station always will be the
vehicle furthest back. When all the vehicles have left, a new interval can approach the station gates.
To minimize the before mentioned domino-effect of delays, the number of gates should probably be
reduced to a minimum (e.g. three or four?). Fewer gates means quicker boarding, which means more
rapid intervals. But then again; more gates means more vehicles per interval. Calculations to make the
most of the system are probably better off in the hands of mathematicians. The size of the station
platform is of course one of the main issues.
Minimal waiting time is one of the most important requirements of a PRT-system. This does not only
concern rapid boarding of vehicles and swift station halts, - it also concerns the arriving vehicles. In
general, passengers should be allowed to alight to a station with minimum wait. This means that an
incoming vehicle can not wait for departing vehicles to leave before its passengers are let off. In our
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suggestion for a station solution, we have therefore chosen to separate the arrival and departure
platforms. After dropping off its passengers, a vehicle has two options with the station tracks we have
proposed: It can either move forward to the departure gates, allowing new passengers to get in, or it
can leave the station area to make room for more arriving vehicles. This prevents vehicles from
stacking up on the station track. This is in our opinion vital to achieve a good vehicle flow though a
station.
Safety:
By using modern entrance gates, we believe that a PRT-station should be quite protected from
unwanted users. Since only paying customers are allowed into the station area, the safety of its users
is increased. Further safety efforts may be for instance camera surveillance, security guards etc.
Safety concerns will off course always be present, especially in matters like theft and assaults. The
opportunity to travel alone has been given a lot of thought throughout this project. We have discussed
several solutions to this matter, e.g. an “alone button” in the vehicle. In the sequence we have
proposed, the “alone” opportunity can be included in the same machine as the user chooses his/her
destination. A vehicle number can simply be given to only one user, if the user chooses so.
Traveling alone should probably be more expensive than traveling together, since more of the system
capacity is used. Some users (e.g. young girls?) could however have an “alone”-discount embedded
in the payment card.
Aesthetics:
The importance of aesthetics when introducing a new mass transit system is not to be
underestimated. This is due to visual impact on the environment, commercial aspects and more. But
since we found it hard to do detailed design in a system being on a conceptual stage, we have
concentrated on system design in this report.
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Appendix
All research, notes from meetings, discussions and other work not included in the report. Separate
document.
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